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STUDENTS FEEDBACK

1. 56 % of the student's are neutral with the value added courses to bridge the gap between

academic and industrial needs.

2.86 %students strongly agreed that credits allocated to the courses are good.

3.76% of the student's strongly agreed that the choice of electives is good.

4.66% of the student's are neutral with the lab syllabus in relation to the real life applications.

5.81%of the student's strongly agreed that the contact hours the course components are good.

6.74%the student's are neutral with the functions of the placement cell.

7 .70 % students agreed that credits library materials are more adequate.

8. 70 % of the student's agreed that the institution encourages to participation in extracurricular

activities.

g. gl %of the student's strongly agreed that student-teacher relationship is good in this institution.

10. 98 Yo of the students strongly agree that the campus has adequate power supply and equipments

in the labs are in working condition.

PARENTS FEEDBACK

1.85 % of the parents agree with that the placements provided by the institution are good.

2.90 Yo of theparents neutral with that the academic results are good.

3.75 % of the parents neutral with that their ward social responsibilities are improved after joining

in this institute.

4. gO %of the parents strongly agree with that the mentoring and discipline in the institute is good.

5. gO %of the parents agree with that the institution staffs are easily approachable.

6. 88 o/o of theparents neutral with that their ward able to apply their technical knowledge in day to

day life.
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7.86 o/o of the parents strongly agree with that student's dafto day activities and performances are

conveyed to their parents periodically

TEACHERS FEEDBACK

l. gO % of the teachers strongly agree with that the syllabus content, elective reference materials

are good.

2. 80 % of the teachers strongly agree with that the aims and objectives of the syllabus are well
defined.

3. 90 % of the teachers agree with tests and examinations are conducted in time with proper

syllabus coverage.

4.80 %of the teachers neutral with that the institution providing adequate funding and support to

faculty members for upgrading their skills.

EMPLOYERS FEEDBACK

1.80% of the employers are neutral with the matching of curriculum with their industries needs.

2. 70 % of the employers agree with that the communication skills and soft skills of our students

are good.

3. 85 % of the employers strongly agree with that the technical knowledge of our students are

good.

4. 70 o/o of the employers agree with that our students have the ability posses the goal of their
organizations.
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